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Abstract: Quantum private queries can commonly protect important information in a good many
of domains, such as finance, business, military, which use quantum effects to achieve unprecedented
classical private queries. However, quantum state can be easily affected by environmental noise, which
affects the actual effect of quantum private queries. This paper developed a new quantum private query
protocol based on four qubits logical Bell state to resist the collective-dephasing noise. The symmetric
private information retrieval problem, which is the most influential problem in the process of quantum
private query, was solved well by quantum oblivious transfer. It introduces the construction of four
qubits logical Bell state. The quantum private query protocol innovates the quantum key distribution
process by using the four qubits logical Bell state as the measurement base to measure the logical qubits,
and ensures the function of quantum oblivious transmission. The protocol cannot only resist the noise
influence of the communication process, but also ensure the security of both sides of the communication.

Keywords: quantum private query; quantum oblivious transfer; decoherence-free state; four logical
Bell states

1. Introduction

Bennett and Brassard proposed the first QKD protocol which is also known as BB84 protocol using
single-photon polarization states in 1984 [1]. Since then, a lot of research on quantum cryptography has
been done. After 30 years’ development, the quantum cryptography protocol has been proposed for
many territories including quantum key distribution protocol [2–5], quantum secret sharing protocol [6],
quantum direct communication protocol [7], quantum teleportation [8] and quantum private query
protocol what we will study in this paper.

Quantum private query (QPQ) is an important branch of quantum cryptography. One of the most
important problems is the Symmetric Private Information Retrieval (SPIR) problem. This problem mainly
involves two aspects: the first aspect is the database security problem, i.e., Bob does not want Alice to
obtain any information other than the k pieces of information she wants to retrieve; the other aspect is
user privacy, i.e., Alice does not want Bob to know what information she wants to query. The quantum
oblivious key distribution protocol has been proposed by predecessors, which is a good solution to the
SPIR problem. On this basis, this paper also improves the process of the oblivious key distribution,
to improve the quantum private query protocol.
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With the increasing of protocol security, various attack methods emerge one after another, such as
false entanglement attack, joint-measurement (JM) attack [9], etc. Therefore, it is necessary to study a more
secure, practical and efficient QPQ protocol in view of the shortcomings of the existing QPQ protocol.
In the communication process, photons inevitably face noise interference caused by thermal fluctuations,
vibration and optical fiber defects. Therefore, from the perspective of practical implementation feasibility,
it is very important to eliminate the negative effects of noise. There are many methods to resist the
environmental noise on quantum private query. In reference [3], quantum error correction code is used to
eliminate the influence of environmental noise. Decoherence-free (DF) [10] states are also used to resist
collective noise [11]. Because decoherence-free state has the characteristic of resisting the invariance of
collective noise, we use it to resist collective noise in this paper.

Based on the above analysis, this paper improves the process of quantum oblivious key distribution.
The logical Bell state (i.e., 4 qubit decoherence-free state) [11] is used to overcome the collective-dephase
noise and improve the quantum private query protocol. In addition, database security and user privacy
can be guaranteed.

2. Background

2.1. Logical Bell State on Collective-Dephasing Noise

With the change of collective-dephasing noise [12–15], the horizontally polarized state of a photon
|0〉 will remain, the vertically polarized state of a photon |1〉 will be turned into eiϕ|1〉 , that ϕ is the
parameter of the collective-dephasing noise changing with time. Two logical qubits are defined as
|0dp〉 = |01〉 and |1dp〉 = |10〉, they can resist the collective-dephasing noise [16]. Their superposition

state is |±dp〉 =
1√
2
(|0dp〉 ± |1dp〉) =

1√
2
(|01〉 ± |10〉). The entanglement swapping between the four

logical Bell states described in formula (1) can also immune to the collective-dephasing noise. Over here

|φ±〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉 ± |11〉) and |ψ±〉 = 1√

2
(|01〉 ± |10〉) are four original Bell state [17]. Clearly, these logical

Bell states can be distinguished from one another by applying two Bell state measurements to the first and
third qubits and the second and fourth qubits [18].

|Φ+
dp〉L =

1√
2
(|0dp〉L|0dp〉L + |1dp〉L|1dp〉L)

=
1√
2
(|φ+〉13|φ+〉24 − |φ−〉13|φ−〉24)

|Φ−dp〉L =
1√
2
(|0dp〉L|0dp〉L − |1dp〉L|1dp〉L)

=
1√
2
(|φ−〉13|φ+〉24 − |φ+〉13|φ−〉24) (1)

|Ψ+
dp〉L =

1√
2
(|0dp〉L|1dp〉L + |1dp〉L|0dp〉L)

=
1√
2
(|ψ+〉13|ψ+〉24 − |ψ−〉13|ψ−〉24)

|Ψ−dp〉L =
1√
2
(|0dp〉L|1dp〉L − |1dp〉L|0dp〉L)

=
1√
2
(|ψ−〉13|ψ+〉24 − |ψ+〉13|ψ−〉24)
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2.2. Entanglement Swapping Results of Logical Bell States on Collective-Dephasing Noise

When we are in the context of the collective-dephasing noise channel, we can perform an entanglement
swapping of two logical Bell states. For example, if we want to do the entanglement swapping on the
logical Bell states |Φ+

dp〉 and |Φ+
dp〉, the only thing we need to do is to take Bell measure on the four qubits

of the two logical Bell states. Each subscript represents the order in which the qubits are located [19]. Let
us take an example to illustrate. When the measuring result is |φ+φ+〉, it means that the logical Bell state
we choose is |Φ+

dp〉. We show the entanglement swapping results of all the logical Bell states in Table 1.

|Φ+
dp〉1234 ⊗ |Φ+

dp〉5678 =
1√
2
(|0dp〉|0dp〉+ |1dp〉|1dp〉)1234

⊗ 1√
2
(|0dp〉|0dp〉+ |1dp〉|1dp〉)5678

=
1√
2
(|00110011〉+ |01100110〉

+ |10011001〉+ |11001100〉)15263748

=
1
4
(|φ+φ+〉|φ+φ+〉 − |φ+φ+〉|φ−φ−〉

+ |φ+φ−〉|φ+φ−〉 − |φ+φ−〉|φ−φ+〉 (2)

− |φ−φ+〉|φ+φ−〉+ |φ−φ+〉|φ−φ+〉
− |φ−φ−〉|φ+φ+〉+ |φ−φ−〉|φ−φ−〉
+ |ψ+ψ+〉|ψ+ψ+〉 − |ψ+ψ+〉|ψ−ψ−〉
+ |ψ+ψ−〉|ψ+ψ−〉 − |ψ+ψ−〉|ψ−ψ+〉
− |ψ−ψ+〉|ψ+ψ−〉+ |ψ−ψ+〉|ψ−ψ+〉
− |ψ−ψ−〉|ψ+ψ+〉+ |ψ−ψ−〉|ψ−ψ−〉)15263748

=
1
2
(|Φ+

dp〉|Φ
+
dp〉+ |Φ

−
dp〉|Φ

−
dp〉

+ |Ψ+
dp〉|Ψ

+
dp〉+ |Ψ

−
dp〉|Ψ

−
dp〉)15263748

Table 1. Entanglement swapping results of arbitrary two logical Bell states under collective-dephasing
noises.

Two Logical Bell States Two Logical Bell States after Entanglement Swapping

[(|Φ+
dp〉, |Φ

+
dp〉), (|Φ

−
dp〉, |Φ

−
dp〉), 00

(|Ψ+
dp〉, |Ψ

+
dp〉), (|Ψ

−
dp〉, |Ψ

−
dp〉)]12345678

[(|Φ+
dp〉, |Φ

−
dp〉), (|Φ

−
dp〉, |Φ

+
dp〉), 01

(|Ψ+
dp〉, |Ψ

−
dp〉), (|Ψ

−
dp〉, |Ψ

+
dp〉)]12345678

[(|Φ+
dp〉, |Ψ

+
dp〉), (|Φ

−
dp〉, |Ψ

−
dp〉), 10

(|Ψ+
dp〉, |Φ

+
dp〉), (|Ψ

−
dp〉, |Φ

−
dp〉)]12345678

[(|Φ+
dp〉, |Ψ

−
dp〉), (|Φ

−
dp〉, |Ψ

+
dp〉), 11

(|Ψ+
dp〉, |Φ

−
dp〉), (|Ψ

−
dp〉, |Φ

+
dp〉)]12345678

What we are going to do is encode the original Bell state into two bits of classical information,
Their correspondence are |φ+〉, |φ−〉, |ψ+〉 and |ψ−〉 for “00”, “01”, “10”, and “11”, respectively.
After calculation, it is not difficult to deduce that the encoding of the two original Bell states is the
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same before and after the XOR operation, and this property is still true in the logical Bell state. In this case,
the corresponding rule of the code becomes |Φ+

dp〉, |Φ
−
dp〉, |Ψ

+
dp〉 and |Ψ−dp〉 for “00”, “01”, “10”, and “11”.

The subscript ”dp” in the formula indicates that the logical Bell state can resist the collective-dephasing
noise.

3. Protocol Process

Quantum private query protocol consists of three parts: key distribution, post-processing and
information acquisition.

In the second stage, after post-processing, the key will be diluted, to the point that Alice only knows a
few keys and Bob knows all keys [20]. The optimal outcome is that Alice only knows one bit of information
of all keys, and Bob does not know where the bit that Alice knows is in all keys [21–23]. Among them,
step (1) to step (5) are the quantum key distribution process, step (6) to step (9) are the post-processing
process, and step (10) to step (11) are the information acquisition process. The protocol process will be
described in detail:

Quantum key distribution process:
Step1: Bob creates a string of particles and sends the particles to Alice, each one of them is

randomly placed in one of four quantum states of {|0dp0dp〉, |1dp1dp〉, |0dp1dp〉, |1dp0dp〉}. Among them
{|0dp0dp〉, |1dp1dp〉} represent classical bit “0” and {|0dp1dp〉, |1dp0dp〉} represent classical bit “1”.

Step2: Alice receives the particles and uses two measurement base “+”, “−” to measure each particle
at random. Thereinto “+′′ = {|Φ+

dp〉, |Φ
−
dp〉} and “−′′ = {|Ψ+

dp〉, |Ψ
−
dp〉} . These four states respectively

correspond to {|0dp0dp〉, |0dp1dp〉, |1dp0dp〉, |1dp1dp〉}.
Step3: Alice declares which positions the particles are in, discarding the rest.
Step4: For each particle that Alice gets the result of measurement, Bob declares two states: one is the

logical Bell state corresponding to the particle that was just sent, and the other is the random logical Bell
state under the other base. Alice can speculate the particle state with a half probability. The deterministic
results are shown in Table 2 and the uncertain results are shown in Table 3 below.

Table 2. Deterministic results.

Quantum States Measurement Possible The States of The Results of
Sent by Bob Selected by Alice Measurement Bob’s Statement Alice’s Measurement

|0dp0dp〉(|Φ+
dp〉) {|Φ+

dp〉, |Φ
−
dp〉} |Φ+

dp〉 {|Φ+
dp〉, |Ψ

+
dp〉} |Φ+

dp〉
{|Φ+

dp〉, |Ψ
−
dp〉} |Φ+

dp〉
|Φ−dp〉 {|Φ+

dp〉, |Ψ
+
dp〉} |Φ−dp〉

{|Φ+
dp〉, |Ψ

−
dp〉} |Φ−dp〉

|0dp1dp〉(|Φ−dp〉) {|Ψ+
dp〉, |Ψ

−
dp〉} |Ψ+

dp〉 {|Φ−dp〉, |Ψ
+
dp〉} |Ψ+

dp〉
{|Φ−dp〉, |Ψ

−
dp〉} |Ψ+

dp〉
|Ψ−dp〉 {|Φ−dp〉, |Ψ

+
dp〉} |Ψ−dp〉

{|Φ−dp〉, |Ψ
−
dp〉} |Ψ−dp〉

|1dp0dp〉(|Ψ+
dp〉) {|Ψ+

dp〉, |Ψ
−
dp〉} |Ψ+

dp〉 {|Ψ+
dp〉, |Φ

+
dp〉} |Ψ+

dp〉
{|Ψ+

dp〉, |Φ
−
dp〉} |Ψ+

dp〉
|Ψ−dp〉 {|Ψ+

dp〉, |Φ
+
dp〉} −|Ψ−dp〉

{|Ψ+
dp〉, |Φ

−
dp〉} −|Ψ−dp〉

|1dp1dp〉(|Ψ−dp〉) {|Φ+
dp〉, |Φ

−
dp〉} |Φ+

dp〉 {|Ψ−dp〉, |Φ
+
dp〉} |Φ+

dp〉
{|Ψ−dp〉, |Φ

−
dp〉} |Φ+

dp〉
|Φ−dp〉 {|Ψ−dp〉, |Φ

+
dp〉} −|Φ−dp〉

{|Ψ−dp〉, |Φ
−
dp〉} −|Φ−dp〉
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Table 3. Indeterminate results.

Quantum States Measurement Possible The States of The Results of
sent by Bob Selected by Alice Measurement Bob’s Statement Alice’s Measurement

|0dp0dp〉(|Φ+
dp〉) {|Ψ+

dp〉, |Ψ
−
dp〉} |Ψ+

dp〉 {|Φ+
dp〉, |Ψ

+
dp〉} ?

{|Φ+
dp〉, |Ψ

−
dp〉} ?

|Ψ−dp〉 {|Φ+
dp〉, |Ψ

+
dp〉} ?

{|Φ+
dp〉, |Ψ

−
dp〉} ?

|0dp1dp〉(|Φ−dp〉) {|Φ+
dp〉, |Φ

−
dp〉} |Φ+

dp〉 {|Φ−dp〉, |Ψ
+
dp〉} ?

{|Φ−dp〉, |Ψ
−
dp〉} ?

|Φ−dp〉 {|Φ−dp〉, |Ψ
+
dp〉} ?

{|Φ−dp〉, |Ψ
−
dp〉} ?

|1dp0dp〉(|Ψ+
dp〉) {|Φ+

dp〉, |Φ
−
dp〉} |Φ+

dp〉 {|Ψ+
dp〉, |Φ

+
dp〉} ?

{|Ψ+
dp〉, |Φ

−
dp〉} ?

|Φ−dp〉 {|Ψ+
dp〉, |Φ

+
dp〉} ?

{|Ψ+
dp〉, |Φ

−
dp〉} ?

|1dp1dp〉(|Ψ−dp〉) {|Ψ+
dp〉, |Ψ

−
dp〉} |Ψ+

dp〉 {|Ψ−dp〉, |Φ
+
dp〉} ?

{|Ψ−dp〉, |Φ
−
dp〉} ?

|Ψ−dp〉 {|Ψ−dp〉, |Φ
+
dp〉} ?

{|Ψ−dp〉, |Φ
−
dp〉} ?

Step5: Bob keeps all the bits that Alice had measured as the oblivious keys, in the ideal case, Alice
would only know a half of them, but Bob does not know which bits Alice got.

Post-processing process:
Step6: Next, we use a more advanced post-processing method to improve the security of the

protocol [24]. After quantum key distribution, Bob and Alice will get an n-bit raw key, which we define as
R. Bob knows every qubit information in R and Alice only knows a half of them, N represents the number
of entries. R can be expressed as q1, q2, ...qN , thereinto, qj represents the jth digit in the raw key. Calculate
Qj ∑m=l

m=0(qj−m + qj+m), thereinto, qN+x := qx, 1 ≤ x ≤ l, j = 1, 2, 3, ..., N, l is a security limits.

Step7: Convert Qj to the binary number Q
′
j = pj

1, pj
2, ...pj

dlog(2l+1)e.
Step8: To get the jth bit of the final key, we need to perform an XOR addition operation on all the bits

of Q
′
j. The expression is as follows:

Oj =
dlog(2l+1)e⊕

i=1

pj
i (3)

Step9: If Alice does not produce the final key bit at the end of the above step, repeat the quantum
oblivious key distribution step.

Information acquisition process:
Step10: Alice and Bob correspond “0” and “1” to an n-bit K = {b1, b2, ..., bn} and K̄ =

{
b̄1, b̄2, . . . , b̄n

}
random number, where n is the length of the entry in the database. The “n” could be any number.
Thereinto, b̄i = 1⊕ bi, bi = {0, 1}. By generating Oj with the corresponding n-bit random number, then,
we get the final key O. To be specific, when we get Oj as 0 (1), then we will know the jth position of the
final key O

′
j is the value of K(K̄).

Step11: After Alice knows the ith K(K̄) in the final key O, if she wants to retrieve Xj on the jth position
of the final key, Alice announces a number “s”, where s = j− i. Bob shifts the key O by s, then he uses the
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shifted key O
′

to encrypt his own database. Finally, Alice can use the key K(K̄) to get the information Xj
she wants.

4. Security Analysis

4.1. Database Security Analysis

When Alice is dishonest, Bob will be considered to be the honest one automatically. Next, we will
focus on database security and analyze what the impact of Alice’s attack has on database security. A defect
was found in reference [25], i.e., the parity check information of two consecutive key bits Oj and Oj+l
can be derived from the generated key bits qj and qj+k. If qj and qj+k have been tested successfully,
then the parity check information of Oj and Oj+l will be derived. The scheme mentioned in this article
provides more protection for parity between key bits, 2l + 1 raw key bit addition operation is mainly
used in this post-processing process. After the decimal to binary conversion and the subsequent XOR
addition operation, Alice’s threat to the database is greatly reduced and the security of the database is
increased [26,27].

The final key bit Oj in reference [28] is generated by calculating Oj = XOR(qj, qj+l , . . . , qj+k−l),
the parity information of the k qubits is represented by the final key. Because of the special
way that the final key bit is generated, odd-even check will not damage the 2l + 1 qubits in this
scheme. Following the method in step (6) to generate the final key, we calculate ∑m=l

m=0(qj−m + qj+m)

first, and convert it to binary form pj
1, pj

2, . . . , pj
dlog(2l+1)e, j = 1, 2, . . . , N, then get the final key

bit Oj. To verify, we assume that l = 2, the possible values of qj−2, qj−1, qj, qj+1, qj+2 are
{00000, 00001, 00010, 00011, 00100, 00101, 00110, 00111, 01000, 01001, 01010, 01011, 01100, 01101, 01110, 01111,
10000, 10001, 10010, 10011, 10100, 10101, 10110, 10111, 11000, 11001, 11010, 11011, 11100, 11101, 11110, 11111}.
The possible decimal set is {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, the corresponding binary number is {000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101}.
Performing formula(3) operation on the resulting binary number, then the corresponding XOR
of 000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101 is 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0. According to the above analysis, we found that
qj−2, qj−1, qj, qj+1, qj+2 have no linear correlation to the final key bit. Therefore, it can be proved
that the joint measurement is invalid.

In case of that Alice’s registers have quantum memory, it is possible for Alice to delay Bob’s
measurements after he announces his state during the quantum oblivious key distribution phase. If Alice
is going to make a joint quantum measurement for 2l + 1 qubits, as the analysis we have mentioned above,
the final key bit 0 corresponds to the possible initial value of {00000, 00111, 01011, 01101, 01110, 10011,
10101, 10110, 11001, 11010, 11100, 11111} and 1 corresponds to a possible initial value of {00001, 00010,
00011, 00100, 00101, 00110, 01000, 01001, 01010, 01100, 01111, 10000, 10001, 10010, 10100, 10111, 11000, 11011,
11101, 11110}. We can assume that all the five states Bob publishes are logical Bell states {|Φ+

dp〉, |Ψ
−
dp〉},

Alice can make the unambiguous state discrimination (USD) [29,30] on p
Oj
0 and p

Oj
1 to clearly distinguish

the two mixed states corresponding to parity.
Reference [30] points out that the probability QF of clearly distinguishing the minimum failure is

at least twice the probability PE of the minimum error of two arbitrarily mixed quantum states in the
fuzzy discrimination. Therefore, we should use a fuzzy test to get the most information. The conclusion
of reference [20] is used to distinguish the two mixed states p1 and p2 under the prior probability of ρ1

and ρ2, thereinto, p1 + p2 = 1, PE =
1
2
− 1

2
Tr|p2ρ2 − p1ρ1|. For the other operand σ, it has |σ|=

√
σ + σ.

The smallest error probability to distinguish p
Oj
0 from p

Oj
1 is

PE =
1
2
− 1

2
Tr|3

8
p

Oj
0 −

5
8

p
Oj
1 |= 0.262 (4)
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We can use the same way to calculate the other minimum error probability of l. Given the database

size N, Alice can get a certain number of bits n̄ = PE[
N

2l + 1
]. As l increases, the certain number of

bits n̄ is decreasing. Therefore, Alice’s advantage of using unambiguous state discrimination attacks is
significantly reduced.

4.2. User Privacy Security Analysis

When Bob is dishonest, Alice will be considered to be the honest one automatically. This protocol
is similar to many other QPQ protocols, since user privacy are sensitive to fraud and the nonorthogonal
quantum states are used to protect user security. In this scenario, there is no measurement that allows Bob
to know the deterministic results and Alice’s bit information. If Bob tries to obtain benefits by operating
a single qubit qj, this operation will affect the accuracy probability of 2l + 1 key bits which uses the qj.
Therefore, bringing in a value error into 2l + 1 key bits is easier to detect by Alice.

In addition, value errors will lead Bob to shift the final key bit incorrectly, giving completely random
answers during the classic secret query phase and causing an error in the user’s query result. They will
have negative impacts on the reputation of the database owner.

4.3. The Eva Attack

Suppose there is a third-party eavesdropper Eve in the communication process.
If Eve intercepts the initial quantum state that Bob sends to Alice in step (1): Because Eve cannot

tell which one of the four states {|0dp0dp〉, |1dp1dp〉, |0dp1dp〉, |1dp0dp〉} that she has intercepted, and the
measurement will cause the original quantum state to collapse, Bob and Alice will find the presence of
the eavesdropper.

If Eve intercepts the detected particles declared by Alice in step (3): Because Bob declares two states in
step (4), and Alice’s choice of measurement base is random in step (2). Eve does not know the measurement
base chosen by Alice, then, Eve cannot determine the result of the key obtained by Alice. So, Eve’s attack
is invalid. Let us elaborate it with an example. Assuming the initial state is |0dp0dp〉, when Bob declares
{|Φ+

dp〉, |Ψ
+
dp〉} and only Alice makes a measurement with "+" base, then Alice can get the result. To make

the result intuitively, after omitting the denominator and the distribution probability, the formulas are
expressed as:

〈Φ+
dp|0dp0dp〉|Φ+

dp〉 = |Φ
+
dp〉

〈Φ−dp|0dp0dp〉|Φ−dp〉 = |Φ
−
dp〉 (5)

Third-party attack is a threat based on quantum state transmission. In our protocol, only Bob prepares
the initial quantum state and sends it to Alice, Alice does not send the quantum state back to Bob. If Eve
eavesdrops this process, it is meaningless for her to obtain the initial quantum state.

5. Conclusions

This paper mainly studies the quantum private query protocol based on logical Bell state in the
environment of collective-dephasing noise. We proposed a new method of quantum oblivious key
distribution to develop a new quantum private query protocol based on four qubits logical Bell state.
Logical Bell state is used as measurement basis to measure the logical quantum bits. The function
of quantum oblivious transmission can be ensured. By mapping one bit 0(1) to multi-bit key K(K̄),
multi-bit queries can be implemented in a single query. The complexity of communication can be reduced.
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The method we use to obtain the final key ensures that the whole parity information of 2l + 1 qubits will not
be affected. By analyzing the attack from the user Alice and the attack from the database owner Bob, it is
verified that this scheme is sensitive to spoofing and can resist the joint quantum state measurement attack
effectively . By analyzing third-party attacks, Eva could not obtain valid information in the communication
process. Therefore, this protocol cannot only resist the noise influence of the communication process,
but also ensure the security of both sides of the communication.
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